


WALKER BOOKS

STORY TIME KIT
term three & four 2019

It is our pleasure to present our second Walker Books Read to Us! Story 
Time Kit. This kit contains simple and entertaining activities to be used in 
conjunction with our books. Each activity is designed to foster the skills that 
lead to early reading success in children. 

Our term three and four 2019 Story Time kit showcases four delightful books 
filled with themes of friendship, overcoming fears, individuality, and humor. 
For each title, we offer activities aimed at boosting children’s narrative skills, 
letter knowledge, print awareness, vocabulary, print motivation, or phonological 
awareness – but most of all, their enthusiasm for literature. 

Have fun!

This Story Time Kit was written in consultation with Rebecka Sharpe Shelberg.  

Rebecka is a librarian, children’s author and general book enthusiast, who 
lives in Sydney, Australia, with her bearded husband, three small mischievous 
children, two fluffy dogs and a bearded dragon. Though she is obsessed with 
books of all kinds, she is particularly enamoured with picture books and would 
happily spend an entire day (and a year’s salary) in a good bookstore. Her first 
picture book, Reflection, was a CBCA Notable book in 2017.

Ollie and Augustus
Gabriel Evans
9781760650711
September 2019

Noodle Bear
Mark Gravas
9781760651022
August 2019

Don’t Worry, 
Little Crab
Chris Haughton
9781406385519 
September 2019

The Underhills:
A Tooth Fairy Story
Bob Graham
9781406387612
October 2019
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Exploring the Story

Use this book to talk about sibling relationships. Explain 
that even though Ollie is a human and Augustus is his 
pet, they behave more like siblings. Show the group the 
endpapers and have them identify the activities that 
Ollie and Augustus like to do together. Ask each child 
to think of a special person in their family such as a 
sibling, cousin, carer, etc. Ask children to name activities 
they like to share with their special person.

When their routine changes, Ollie is sad and worries 
about Augustus. Ask children if they have experienced 
a big change in their lives, such as going to pre-school, 
starting primary school, a new baby in the house, moving house, etc. How did the change make 
you feel (happy, sad, worried)? Augustus was not worried because he was comforted that Ollie 
would always come home. What is something that comforts you (a hug from mum/dad, a 
favourite meal, a bedtime toy, a favourite book, etc.)?

Stick collecting is Augustus’ favourite thing and digging is Ollie’s. What is your favourite activity 
or thing to collect?

Even though Ollie and Augustus are best friends, they are very different. How are they similar 
and how are they different? How is Augustus different to other dogs? How is Ollie different to 
other children? What is similar and different about you and your special person? Use prompts 
such as physical traits, food likes and dislikes, clothes, etc. 

Activity Sheets
My Special Person

Build on the concept of a “special person” established above by having children write their 
special person’s name and why they are special. There is space to draw a picture of the special 
person.

	 	 Starting School    Routines    Friends/Siblings Hobbies

Themes	
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Related Titles

Dressing Up

Show children the illustration of Ollie and Augustus dressing up. Have children draw their 
own costume for Ollie and Augustus on the activity sheet. To extend this activity, older 
children can write a sentence or two about the costume and what game the characters will 
play while wearing them.

Ollie and Augustus’ Favourite Activities

Fill in the missing letters of the pictured activities. For younger or lower ability children, this 
activity could involve identifying the activity using visual clues.

Illustrations © 2019 Gabriel Evans  

The Pigeon HAS To 
Go To School! 
Mo Willems

9781406389012

Maddie’s Fisrt Day
Penny Matthews
Liz Anelli
9781925381351



My Special Person

Name:Ollie and Augustus My Special Person activity sheet
Walker Books Read to Us! Story Time Kit 2019

My special person is

They are special because



Name:Ollie and Augustus Favourite Activities activity sheet
Walker Books Read to Us! Story Time Kit 2019
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Name:Ollie and Augustus Dressing Up activity sheet
Walker Books Read to Us! Story Time Kit 2019
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Exploring the Story

Do bears really eat noodles? What do real bears 
eat? Prompt the group with a list of food: fish, nuts, 
honey, ants, bees, meat, moths, beans, tubers and 
grass. Have children raise their hands if they also like 
to eat each food.

Noodle Bear’s favourite food is, of course, noodles! 
Have each child say their favourite food and explain 
why it is their favourite. 

Noodle Bear uses a number of modes of transport 
when he travels to and from the city. Make a list of 
the modes of transport shown in the story. What 
other modes of transport could he use? Rank the 
modes from fastest to slowest. Recategorise the 
modes from the story and your additions under the following headings: air, water, wheels and 
animals. 

Activity Sheets
String Noodles

Use string or wool to create a bowl of noodles. Let children be creative with the patterns and 
colours they use. Cut shapes out of colourful paper resembling other food mentioned in the 
story such as grass, berries, fish, sticks and flowers. Children can add these shapes to their bowl 
of noodles.

	 	 Food     Transport    Friends Animals

Themes	
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Favourite Food

Encourage comprehension skills by drawing a line between the animal and their favourite food. 

Hot Air Balloon Collage

Create a beautiful balloon design using the hot air balloon frame template. Children can take a 
fresh sheet of paper and stick materials to it in any way they want. Materials could include used 
wrapping paper, greeting cards, fabric from unwanted clothes, tea towels, tablecloths, etc. This 
is also a great use for upcycling books that are surplus to your collection, rather than throwing 
them out. Depending on ability level you could have the material pre-cut, or allow the children 
to do their own cutting. Once the collaged sheet is complete, cut the inside of the balloon out 
of the frame and paste it to the collage (children may need adult help with this).

Illustrations © 2019 Mark Gravas

Related Titles

Little Green Donkey
Anuska Allepuz
9781406384666

Dig, Dump, Roll
Sally Sutton
Brian Lovelock
9781760650056

Monkey On the Run
Leo Timmers
9781776572519

Once Upon a Small 
Rhinoceros
Meg McKinlay
Leila Rudge
9781925126709



Colour in and draw a line between 
the animals and their favourite food.

Name:Noodle Bear Favourite Food activity sheet
Walker Books Read to Us! Story Time Kit 2019
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Name:Noodle Bear String Noodles activity sheet
Walker Books Read to Us! Story Time Kit 2019
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Name:Noodle Bear Hot Air Balloon Collage activity sheet
Walker Books Read to Us! Story Time Kit 2019
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Exploring the Story

The story starts with Little Crab and Very Big Crab 
in their home which is a tiny rockpool. Ask children 
what they live in: a house, apartment, something 
else? Is it on the ground level or upstairs? What does 
their home look like? Who lives there with them? 
Use this activity to show that people live in all sorts 
of different places and with different people. 

Ask the group if they think Little Crab is a girl or 
a boy. Prompt them to explain their answer. Follow 
this by asking if they think Very Big Crab is Little 
Crab’s mum, dad, uncle, aunt, cousin, friend, etc. 

Ask if anyone in the group has ever seen a real 
rockpool. Where did they see it? Ask children to 
describe it by going through their senses: What 
could they see, hear, taste, smell and feel? 

Little Crab takes a bit of time and reassurance from Very Big Crab before he is ready to go in the 
ocean. Ask children if there has ever been a time they felt nervous, uncertain or scared of doing 
something new, such as going to preschool, jumping in a pool, going on a ride, riding a horse, etc. 
The instructor could share a story of a time they were nervous about doing something new to 

start the conversation. Then prompt those who answer 
to talk about who helped them feel more comfortable. 
How did that person help them? Follow this by asking 
if the group thinks Very Big Crab was ever scared of 
the ocean.

After their adventure in the ocean the crabs take the 
long way home. Discuss what the group thinks the 
crabs might see on their way. The instructor can use 
prompts such as different kinds of fish, coral, sand, 
rocks, seaweed, etc.

Illustrations © 2019 Chris Haughton

Trying New Things  Overcoming Fear  The Ocean Animals

Themes		



Related Titles

Illustrations © 2019 Chris Haughton

Activity Sheets

Undersea Collage
Colour and cut out each of the images and allow the children to stick them to a piece of 
coloured paper to collage their own undersea scene. The pieces could be pre-cut for younger 
groups. This can be either an individual activity or the group could create a mural by sticking 
their pieces to a wall or large sheet of paper. 

Long Way Home
“Well, how about we go the long way home?”
Draw what Very Big Crab and Little Crab saw on their way home. You could prompt the group 
to draw in the style of Chris Haughton, show photos of real undersea creatures and plants as 
inspiration or simply let their imaginations run wild.

A Swim in the Sea
Sue Whiting
Meredith Thomas
9781921150494

Queen Celine
Matt Shanks

9781760650346



Don’t Worry Little Crab Undersea Collage activity sheet
Walker Books Read to Us! Story Time Kit 2019
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Colour and cut these out to 
create an undersea collage!

Name:



“Well, how about we go the long way home?”
Draw what Very Big Crab and Little Crab saw on their way home.

Name:Don’t Worry Little Crab Long Way Home activity sheet
Walker Books Read to Us! Story Time Kit 2019
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Exploring the Story

In The Underhills, fairies are tiny creatures that live in and 
use objects made by people. Ask the group what items 
they can see in the illustrations and how the fairies are 
using them. For example: the teapot is being used as a 
house, a teabag being used as a heavy bag, twigs being used 
as a bed frame, etc. Prepare a range of small objects such 
as a matchbox, cups, paperclips, string, leaves, books, lids, 
bottles, etc. Show each item to the group and ask them to 
think of ways they could be used by the fairies. To extend 
this activity, take a walk around you library or school 
grounds to find items the fairies could use or places they 
could live. 

Use this book to discuss jobs. Ask what job do April and 
Esme’s parents and grandparents have? Do your parents 
and grandparents have jobs? Prompt the group with 
suggestions such as: does mum or dad stay at home looking 
after you or your siblings? Do they work in an office? Do 
they work outside? Are they retired? Do they work in a shop, library, school, etc? Ask the group 
what job they want to do when they grow up.

Akuba and her family are travelling from Ghana. Ask the group if anyone knows where Ghana 
is. Show it on a map or globe relative to where you are. Why do you think Akuma was travelling? 
Who was she travelling with? Note that she has a bedroom in the same city, so she may have 
been travelling for a holiday, to visit family or for her parent’s work.

	 	 Family    Geography  Jobs Tooth Fairy

Themes	
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Related Titles

Activity Sheets

Where in the World?
April and Esme’s parents are off to collect a tooth from Main Street, while the girls and 
grandparents go to the airport. Fairies can go anywhere in the world – decorate this sheet 
showing where their next mission has taken them.

Word Search

Help April and Esme find all the words in this word search!

Home in the Rain
Bob Graham

9781406368239

Lilli-Pilli’s Sister
Anna Branford
Linda Catchlove

9781921977589

Tooth Fairy in Training
Michelle Robinson
Briony May Smith

9781406377569

Illustrations © 2019 Bob Graham 



Name:The Underhills Where in the World activity sheet
Walker Books Read to Us! Story Time Kit 2019
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Name:The Underhills Word Search activity sheet
Walker Books Read to Us! Story Time Kit 2019
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